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Wonder
THE

WOW 
FACTOR

WONDER ON WHEELS
SECRETS OF THE SKATE

 

YOU NEED NOT BE SURE OF EVERYTHING BEFOREHAND. STEP INTO YOUR NEXT SCENE WITH WONDER. WE'LL BE HERE, EYES WIDE, ALONGSIDE YOU THE WHOLE WAY.
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COMING OCTOBER 2021 WHEREVER YOU LISTEN -



Meet
Wow 
Rolling

WOW Rolling, or Wonder on Wheels, is a roller skating hub for all things wheels and 
community for the love of skating. Initially created by Dorsa Vaziri as a way to track 
progress, shout out friends, and share inspiration, Wow Rolling has now turned into a big 
beautiful adventure. 

Founder, Dorsa Vaziri, on the birth and growth of Wow Rolling: 
"I’m so honored to share a space with like-minded, hard working, creative, talented, 
enthusiastic and supportive people. My goals with WOW Rolling are to share any and 
all the knowledge I gain from skating with others, cheer them on in their goals, and 
create safe, fun times for us to get together in our wildly busy world. There’s no better 
feeling than leaving your phone aside for hours on end, sweating in the Florida sun on a 
concrete jungle, working on your own goals and being inspired by others all in one skate 
session. I created a Roller Guide, available online, for people starting out with questions 
about gear and where to roll as a way to share my experiences. I’ve started building 
custom skates to help make skating more accessible and allow more unique expression 
in individuals looking to skate".

WOW Rolling is going from mobile to something more grounded. We’re getting an 
extended pop up shop!!!! More details to come, but follow along on Instagram to stay 
updated on this project! We are so excited to offer a space where skaters can not only 
get the gear they need but our hub will have a home.

Image by Jillian Quain @jillianquain
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Roller skating is freedom. 
It’s an expression on what’s possible in the world of impossible. 
Wheels on your feet. 
Shoes of the future. 
When you’re at the edge of the world, about to drop in, your adrenaline is pumping, 

your friends are cheering, there’s no other feeling than trusting your body, mind, soul 
to take you to the other side. 

The tricks! 
The style! 

The community! 
Who knew eight wheels could have so much power.

KEEP UP WITH WOW ROLLING 
@WOWROLLING ON IG

WOWROLLING.COM
WOWROLLING@GMAIL.COM

Image by Gustavo Vargas @gustavo_artdeco, featuring 
Gabby @raspbabygirl & Spencer @rollerbandit/@babyfacedeathmachine



I felt my skin tingling for so long

tried to fight to hold on but now it’s gone 

the way they burnt me 

capitalistic loyalties 

bring catastrophe, till they’re building on my ash and bone

I used to grow wild 

like the rivers, like the nile

this betrayal is such a familial trial 

selfish acts, ungrateful child

even the preachers had to lay waste 

to all I ever gave

Eve was never the one to blame

and all my hair is smoking

like the barrels of the guns you’re all holding 

confess to it or not

all choking on sertraline, aspartame society 

all your prayers have expensive taste 

so self indulgent, only fight for a cause when you have press to gain 

scared kids only friend is a razor blade

waving fucking signs every night 

think it’s cry wolf in the digital age 

l’lll take a fucking axe to their fences 

just like they did my limbs and their blood will replenish the wells in my stomach

they had forcefully purged to fuel their new age inventions 

there is no repentance 

for 7.5 billion up against 

celestial vengeance

RED RIVER

Red River is a piece that I wrote sometime during quarantine, while reflecting on all the madness 

happening around the world in 2020. It’s a commentary on the state of the world, with the narrator 

being a personified version of Mother Nature/some form of celestial being. 

Sabal Ivan

Sabal Ivan is a writer and creative in Orlando, using 
artistic mediums to express and heal. Being latinx 
and non-binary, Sabal uses their work to help 
represent the communities they are a part of. 

Find Sabal on instagram: 
@sabalivan @whoissabal

writer's 
note



In
Situ

Greenhouses

In Situ founder Grant Shaw is an agriculture 
professional with experience in many styles 
of growing in Florida: from traditional farming 
& permaculture design, to hydroponics & 
commercial greenhouse production.

In Situ was created to lend expertise to Florida’s 
burgeoning plant scene & support growers of all 
kinds. Greenhouses are a huge resource for any 
grower whether you're supporting your rare foliage 
collection or growing your own food. We provide 
quick & easy consulting services to help people 
discover new possibilities for their plant projects.

Keep up with Grant, In Situ Greenhouses, and 
Infinite Zion Farms:

@plant.grant
@insitu.greenhouses
https://insitugreenhouses.wordpress.com/
@infinitezionfarms

Meet Grant of In Situ Greenhouses:
I'm here to help Orlando grow! I linked up with Ray from Infinite Zion in 2020 and we 
immediately bonded with mutual recognition and respect. I offered Ray my knowledge and 
resources towards his mission in Parramore and we got to work. I'm quite proud of the 
impact I was able to provide to his farm with the addition of this greenhouse.

Infinite Zion Mission:
Infinite Zion Farms, an alliance of African American urban farmers in Central Florida. Our 
mission is to provide low-income communities access to affordable organic produce and 
nutritional education while building economic bridges to minority farmers and minority 
owned-businesses within our community.

As African American Farmers, we have been successful at engaging our Parramore 
neighbors on the farm. We grow produce that has a market in this community, and we 
educate young people on farming and sustainability practices that are both appropriate for 
the urban farm and have been practiced for generations by black farmers.

Grant and Ray of Infinite Zion Farms
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 FOUNDER'S COLOR PALETTE  SUMMER 2021

Summer takes a page 
out of your mom's 
retro interior design 
magazine. Can you feel 
the groove? Long live 
clashing patterns & 
muted undertones. 
Show us your palette 
inspired looks and 
pieces:
@doecreativeco

Wonderthere is magic in the practice of everyday


